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Shipping Before Containers Using ships to move good was 
hugely complicated before 1950s

Loaded piece-by-piece

Muscle was often the ultimate 
solution

Most of the trades were local

It took dock crews a week to 
unload ship’s cargo by hand

English Merchant ship John Wood approaching Bombay (Mumbai)



Beginning of a 
Revolution

• April 26, 1956
• Malcom McLean designed the first 

model of today’s containers
• 58 metal boxes on a ship going from 

New Jersey to Houston
• Revolutionize the industry

• Protected products
• Truck beds and freight trains could 

take them away without 
repackaging



The Container Revolution



Big Ships 
Getting 
Bigger







Freight Rates unchanged in the last 10+ years 



Profitability shipping industry





There has been a great amount of shuffling



Big Three 
of the Seas



Ocean Carriers Idle Container Ships 
in Droves on Falling Trade Demand

• January 2020

• Container ships idled 13% of 
their capacity

• Approximately 3 million 
container

• 250 schedule sailing 
cancelled Q2

• Vessels less than “half full”



2 0 2 0





Weekly initial unemployment claims 
in 2020



Travel in 2020



Consumer Spending – Before & After Covid



Strong Sales 
and No 
Inventory





Lowest Inventories to Sales Ratio in 25+ Years

• Target chartered its own container ship 
to sidestep the global shipping crisis 
ahead of holiday season

• Costco is renting 3 container ships and 
'several thousand containers' to shield 
itself from supply-chain delays and rising 
costs

• Coca-Cola turns to bulk vessels normally 
used for grain and coal to transport 
manufacturing materials amid shipping 
crisis (October 2021)

• Home Depot contracted its own 
container ship as a safeguard (June 2021)





Container vs Bulk Freight



• First time in 10 years: All major 
carriers recorded positive EBIT 
of more than $1 billion

• From 2010-2020, only a 
positive earnings of more than 
$500 million

• Combined EBIT: $16.9 billion

Record Profits



Is more vessels the answer? • 12% of global capacity was 
absorbed by delays

• Equivalent to 6.2 million 
TEUs

• Hanjin bankruptcy in 2016 
removed only 3.5%
• Equivalent of 3 Hanjins

going bankrupt
• More vessels will not solve 

the problem
• Order to delivery: 2-3 years

• It does not solve the 
bottleneck problem



What’s the bottleneck 
problem?

• A record of 60 container vessels were at anchor or adrift 
in the San Pedro Bay (half a million shipping containers)

• Volume at the Port of Los Angeles  (busiest gateway for 
trade with Asia), up 30.3% so far this calendar year

• Container on chassis are waiting 8.5 days “on the street” 
for warehouse space

• 8,000 containers ready to be taken away by train, with 
wait at 11.7 days

• Port operating at 60%-70% of capacity (busiest U.S port 
complex shuts its gates for hours on most days and closes 
Sunday)



Reliability All Time low



Transit time 
Getting 
Longer



Truck Freight Rates



Competition 
for resources



WHAT’S NEXT?



What can we expect?

• Travel is getting back
• Restaurants are open
• Concerts/sports events are back
• Consumer patterns will normalize

However…
• Peak season
• Inventory to sales ratio
• Labor shortage
• Vessels backed up



Challenges • Demand for 
manufactured 
products
• Container Vessels
• Port Capacity
• Import
• Drayage
• Rail

• Labor
• No sudden shock to 

the container flows, 
but more gradual 
correction



Thank you


